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WEIGHT CENTRALIZER EXPECTATIONS WITH
FINITE INDEX

ESTEBAN ANDRUCHOW* and ALEJANDRO VARELA

Abstract

Let M be a von Neumann algebra, ' be a faithful, normal semifinite weight on M and M' its
centralizer. We characterize the conditional expectations E' : M !M' of finite index for a
faithful normal strictly semifinite weight ' on a semifinite von Neumann algebra M with finite
dimensional center. This result is used to characterize weights ' such that the orbit
U' � f' �Ad�u� : u unitary in Mg can be represented as a submanifold of M1 (=basic extension
of E' : M !M').

1.1 Introduction. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and ' a faithful, normal
and semifinite weight on M. Denote by �'t the modular group of ' and by
M' the centralizer of ', i.e. the subalgebra of M of fixed points for �'t . It is
well known ([C],[T]) that there exists a faithful and normal conditional ex-
pectation E' : M !M' satisfying ' � E' � ' if and only if the weight ' is
semifinite in M'. Under these asumptions, the expectation E' is unique.
Such weights ' are called strictly semifinite [C].
There are two notions of finite index for a conditional expectation be-

tween von Neumann algebras [BDH], [Ha]. In many cases they do coincide
(for example, if the algebras are factors). In general they do not coincide
([FK]). In this paper we investigate the finiteness (in the two senses) of the
expectations E' associated with weights '. Very naturally one is constrained
to consider semifinite algebras. In section 4 we state that in the case of fac-
tors (or more generally algebras with finite dimensional center) the finite
index condition holds if and only if the spectrum of the Radon-Nykodim
derivative of ' with respect to a tracial weight (see [PT]) has finite spectrum.
Denote by u�M� the unitary group of M. Our interest in the inclusions

M' �M is motivated by the geometric study of the orbits

u' � f' �Ad�u� : u 2 u�M�g:
In 5.1 we show that for the case M �l�H� the unitary orbit of a faithful
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and normal state is never a topological submanifold ofl�H��. Moreover, in
the case of infinite weights, the orbit can not even be regarded as functionals
on a suitable Banach space.ª
On the other hand, using the appropriate quotient topology, this sets can

be regarded as homogeneous spaces (i.e. quotients of Banach^Lie groups
with a differentiable structure). Namely, u' ' u�M�=u�M'�.
A reductive structure for a homogeneous space G=K is an invariant sup-

plement for the Lie^Banach algebrak of K in the Lie^Banach algebra g of
G, where invariant means invariant under the natural action of K in g.
In our case, such a supplement is given by Ker�E'�. Moreover, by means

of the expectation E' one may obtain a representation of u' as a space of
projections in a von Neumann superalgebra M1 of M. Recall the basic con-
struction associated to a (' invariant) conditional expectation. This yields a
projection e' (denoted the Jones projection of E') acting on the Hilbert
space H' of the GNS triple of '. As is usual notation , M1 is the von Neu-
mann algebra generated by e' and M. Then e' satisfies
i) e'me' � E'�m�e', m 2M
ii) fe'g0 \M �M'

iii) e'M1e' is isomorphic to M' via the *-isomorphism x 7! xe' � e'xe'.
Then, as in [AS2], one has the (one to one) representation

u' ,! fprojections of M1g
' �Ad�u� 7! u�e'u

which is continuous if u' is considered with the quotient topology
u�M�=u�M'� and the set of projections with the norm topology of M1.
If the index of E' is finite, then this map is a topological imbedding (i.e. a

homeomorphism between u' and uM�e'� � fu�e'u : u 2 u�M�g). More-
over, in [AS] it was shown that uM�e'� is a C1 submanifold of M1 if and
only if the index of E' is finite. Therefore, the finite index condition allows
one to regard u' as a C1 submanifold of the space of projections of M1

(which is a space with rich geometric structure [CPR] and itself a submani-
fold of M1). If the index is infinite, one still has the continuous representa-
tion (called basic representation) u' ,! fprojections of M1g.
If the index of E' is infinite, the above representation is a home-

omorphism if one changes the usual norm of M by the M'-Hilbert module
norm induced by E'. The price payed is that M is not complete with this new
norm (completeness being equivalent to the finite index condition). Section 5
is devoted to the description of this application.

1.2 Preliminary and notations. Throughout this paper ' will denote a
faithful normal semifinite weight and �'t the modular group of '. Denote by
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M' � fx 2M : �'t �x� � x; 8t 2 Rg. A strictly semifinite weight is a semi-
finite weight of M such that 'jM' is also semifinite on M'.
As it is standard notation, n' � fx 2M : '�x�x� <1g and �H'; �'; �'�

denotes the GNS triple for ' , i.e. H' is the completion of n' to a Hilbert
space, �' : Mÿ!l�H'� is the usual �-isomorphism, �' :n'ÿ!H' is the
canonical imbedding, with

h�'�y�; �'�z�i � '�z�y� and �'�z��'�y� � �'�zy� for y; z 2n'; z 2M
If G is a locally compact group, an invariant mean m on G is a state of

L1�G� such that m is invariant under the action of G, i.e. m�f �t0:�� � m�f �:��
for all t0 2 G and f 2 L1�G� (see [Pa]).
Let m be an invariant mean in R, and � : R ÿ! Aut�M� (��t� � �t,) a

weakly continuous homomorphism of R on the automorphism group of a
von Neumann algebra M represented on l�H�. For x 2M denote byR
R �t�x�dm�t� the element of M given byZ

R
�t�x�dm�t�

� �
�; �

� �
� m t 7! < �t�x��; � >� � , for �; � 2 H

This integral does not depend on the Hilbert space H.
Let E : M ! N be a normal conditional expectation and let  be a normal

state of N. Denote also by  the extension of this state to M given by  � E.
Let e be the Jones projection of E (and  ), i.e. the orthogonal projection
obtained as the closure of E as an operator on L2�M;  � (with range
L2�N;  �). As it is also standard, denote by M1 the algebra generated by M
and e in l�L2�M;  ��.
After the introduction of Jones paper [Jo] several notions of index for a

conditional expectation between von Neumann algebras appeared ([PP],
[K],[W]). We will follow the terminology of the paper by Baillet, Denizeau
and Havet [BDH], where three notions of index are considered. Let N �M
be a von Neumann subalgebra and E : M ! N a conditional expectation.
E is said to be of weak finite index if there exists a positive real number �

such that E ÿ �Id is a positive map. In that case put Indw�E� :� �ÿ10 where
�0 is the supremum of all such �'s (the index is said to be 1 if no such �
exists).
In such case ([Po], [BDH], [FK]), there exists another positive constant �

such that E ÿ �Id is completely positive, and there is a family fmigi2I �M
such that
i) 1 �Pi2I miem�i , (e the Jones projection associated to E)
ii) E�m�i mj� � �ijpi , (pi projections in N)
iii) and

P
i2I mim�i converges ultraweakly in M.
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In [BDH] it is shown that the limit of the latter sum belongs to the center
of M, and is called the index of E, and will be denoted by Ind(E).
It is said that E has strongly finite index if the family fmigi2I is finite.
There are conditional expectations that are of finite index and not of

strongly finite index [J], [FK]. Nevertheless these two notions of finite index
conincide in many cases, for instance if N is a subfactor [BDH].

2. Conditional expectations and invariant means

Remark 2.1. Let m be an invariant mean in R, ' a faithful normal semifinite
weight on a von Neumann algebra M, and Em

' : M ÿ!M the map

Em
' �x� �

Z
R
�'t �x�dm�t�:

Then Em
' is a �'t -invariant conditional expectation with range M' which sa-

tisfies

'�Em
' �x�� � '�x� for all x 2M�:

Moreover, if ' is strictly semifinite, then Em
' is the unique faithful and nor-

mal conditional expectation invariant with '.

Proof. The fact that Em
' is a �' invariant conditional expectation is well

known (see for instance 10.12 [S]).
In order to verify that '

ÿ
Em
' �x�

� � '�x� for every x > 0, suppose M re-
presented in a standard form. Therefore '�z� � supi hz�i; �ii for certain vec-
tors �i, i 2 I . Then

'
ÿ
Em
' �x�

� � sup
i
hEm

' �x��i; �ii � sup
i

m t 7! h�'t �x��i; �ii� � � '�x�

where the last inequality holds because h�'t �x��i; �ii � ' �'t �x�� � � '�x�.
Let us suppose now that ' is strictly semifinite. We will see that under this

hypothesis Em
' is faithful, normal and ' � Em

' � ', and therefore coincides
with Takesaki's expectation.
Proof. Let x 2M�. Since ' is strictly semifinite, there exists a normal

positive linear functional  which is �'t invariant such that  �x� > 0. Then
we can write  � '�h:� whith h a positive operator affiliated to Z�M'�, and
for certain h� 2 Z�M'� (see [P]),

 
ÿ
Em
' �x�

� � 'ÿhEm
' �x�

� � lim
�ÿ! 0

'
ÿ
h1=2� Em

' �x�h1=2�

�
:

Note that '�h�� <1 (i.e. h1=2� 2n') and
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'
ÿ
h1=2� Em

' �x�h1=2� � � hEm
' �x��'�h1=2� �; �'�h1=2� �i

� m
ÿ
t 7! h�'t �x��'�h1=2� �; �'�h1=2� �i

�
� m

ÿ
t 7! '

ÿ
h1=2� �'t �x�h1=2�

�� � m
ÿ
t 7! '

ÿ
�'t �h1=2� xh1=2� �

��
� 'ÿh1=2� xh1=2�

�
:

Therefore  
ÿ
E'
� �  �x� > 0, which proves that E'm�x� 6� 0 and then Em

' is
faithful.
Let us show that Em

' is normal. If pi; p 2M, and pi % p, then
Em
' �pi� % i! sup Em

' �pi� � q 2M'. Clearly q � Em
' �p�. Suppose

Em
' �p� ÿ q 6� 0. Since ' is strictly semifinite, there exists a normal positive

linear functional  which is �'t invariant such that  
ÿ
Em
' �p� ÿ q

�
> 0. As

before, this  verifies  
ÿ
Em
' �y�

� �  �y� for y 2M, and then

 
ÿ
Em
' �p� ÿ q

� �  ÿEm
' �p� ÿ Em

' �q�
� �  �pÿ q�

� sup
i

 �pi� ÿ sup
i

 
ÿ
Em
' �pi�

� � 0

Therefore Em
'

ÿ
supi pi

� � Em
' �p� which proves the normality of Em

' .
It remains to verify that ' � Em

' � '. Since ' is strictly semifinite there
exist normal positive functionals  i with orthogonal supports pi such that
' �Pi  i. Therefore, '�pi:� �  i with pi 2M', and then  i � �'t �  i. If we
represent M in a standard form, there exist �i such that  i�x� � hx�i; �ii for
all x 2M, and then

 i
ÿ
Em
' �x�

� � hEm
' �x��i; �ii � m

ÿ
t 7! h�'t �x��i; �ii

� � m
ÿ
t 7!  i��'t �x��

� �  i�x�:
Therefore, '

ÿ
Em
' �x�

� �Pi  i
ÿ
Em
' �x�

� �Pi  i�x� � '�x�, which completes
the proof.

In other words, if ' is a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight then Em
'

does not depend on the choice of m.

Remark 2.2. If J � R is an interval, put 	J�x� � jJjÿ1
R
J x�t�dt. This po-

sitive forms are called Bohr means. Eberlein ([E] Th. 5.2) showed that if x is
almost periodic then the net f	J�x�gJ�R converges to a unique limit. Using
this result, applied to x�t� � h�'t �x��; �i, it can be proven directly for almost
periodic weights (i.e. weights ' such that the modular operator �' is diag-
onalizable) that hE	J �x��; �i converges to a unique limit, namely E'�x�. Note
that almost periodic weights are strictly semifinite.

Example 2.3. If the weight ' of 2.1 fails to be strictly semifinite, the ex-
pectation Em

' may be neither normal nor faithful, and depends on the choice
of m. Let m be a mean for R obtained as in 2.2. Let M �l�L2�0; 1��, h � �x
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the operator ``multiplication by x'' and '�x� � Tr�hx� where Tr is the trace
of M. It is straightforward to verify that M' � fhg0 � L1�0; 1� regarded as
multiplication operators �f in L2�0; 1�. Therefore in this case, for all a 2M

Em
' �a� �

Z
R
�xita�xÿit dm�t�:

We will show that these expectations coincide with limit points of the so
called von Neumann's operation [U], i.e. expectations obtained as cluster
points of the net of expectations�

E��a� �
X
�2�

���a��� : � finite partitions of �0; 1�
�

where �� is the characteristic function of � 2 �, the partitions are directed
by inclusion and the topology is that of weak operator convergence at every
a 2M. In [Su] it was shown that there exists an uncountable set of limit
points for this net. Moreover, this limit points are conditional expectations
which have the compact operators in their kernels, and therefore can not be
normal nor faithful.
Let

P
i �i�Ji be a step function close to the identity function t in the norm

topology of L1�0; 1�. Then for every a 2l�L2�0; 1�� we have that Em
' �a� is

close to Z
R

X
n;m

�itn�
ÿit
m ��Jn a��Jm dm�t� �

�
X
n 6�m

��Jn a��Jm

Z
R
�itn�mÿitdm�t� �

X
n

��Jn a��Jn :

It is easy to verify that for n 6� m (with invariant means obtained as weak
limits of Bohr means)

R
R �

it
n�
ÿit
m dm�t� � 0. Therefore Em

' �a� can be approxi-
mated (in the weak operator topology) by the sumsX

n

��Jn a��Jn � E��a�

if � is the partition given by J1; :::; Jn.
Suarez showed in [Su] that the expectations obtained as limits of the E�

when restricted to the operators which are diagonal in the Fourier basis take
scalar values. Denote by fengn2Z the Fourier basis of L2�0; 1�. Then for each
invariant mean m of R the linear functional

l1�Z� 3 f�ng 7! Em
'

�X
n

�nen 
 en

�
2 C
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is an invariant mean for Z. Moreover, any mean in Z may be obtained in this
fashion [Su].

3. Conditional expectations with finite index

Kosaki proved (see [W], Prop. 2.5.2) that if M � N are factors and
E : M ÿ! N is a faithful and normal conditional expectation of finite index,
then M is finite iff N is finite. Jolissaint [J] generalized this result for non
factors (with the finite index condition). Let us state this result.

Proposition 3.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and E : M ÿ! N a
faithful and normal conditional expectation.
a) If N is finite and E is of strongly finite index then M1 and M are finite.
b) If N is semifinite and E is of finite index then M1 and M are semifinite.

Proof. a): Let ' be a faithful normal state on N, then ' � E is a faithful
normal state on M. Let us also denote by ' this extension. Let �H'; �'; �'�
be the GNS triple for ' and M and J' � J. Since N is finite, N 0 is semifinite.
Therefore, M1 � JN 0J is also semifinite.
The projection �N 0�'� 2 N is finite. Recall ([KR] 9.1.2) that �N 0�'� 2 N is

finite iff �N�'� 2 N 0 finite. Therefore �N�'� � �N:1� � e 2 N 0 is finite, and
then JeJ � e is a finite projection in M1. Then there exists a semifinite
faithful tracial weight � on c�e�M1 �M1 such that ��e� <1 ([P], 5.4.6).
Since E : M ÿ!M' is of strongly finite index, 1 �Pk

i�1miem�i for certain
mi 2M. Then

��miem�i � � ��mie�mie��� � ��em�i mie� � �
ÿjjmijj2e

�
<1:

This shows that ��1� <1, and therefore � is a finite trace and M1 and M are
finite.
b): As in the previous point, M1 is semifinite. Since the index of E is fi-

nite, by [BDH] 3.10 there exists a faithful and normal conditional expecta-
tion E1 : M1 !M. Then it follows that M is semifinite.

Corollary 3.2. Let ' be a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight in M.
a) If ' is finite and E' : M ÿ!M' has strongly finite index then M is fi-

nite.
b) If E' : M ÿ!M' has finite index then M is semifinite.

4. Characterization of E' with finite index

In view of 3.2, if one will look for E' with finite index one has to consider
semifinite algebras.

Lemma 4.1. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, � a tracial weight
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on M, ' � ��h:� a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight on M. If fpigi2I are
orthogonal spectral projections of h with

P
i2I pi � 1, then

E'�x� � E'

�X
i2I

pixpi

�
:

If moreover ��h� � fri : i 2 Ng is discrete, then
E'�x� �

X
i2N

pixpi;

with pi the spectral projection of h associated to frig.
Proof. Note that pi 2 Z�M'� and therefore

E'

�X
i

pixpi

�
�
X
i2N

E'�pixpi� �
X
i2N

piE'�x�pi �
�X

i2N
pi

�
E'�x� � E'�x�:

Suppose now that ��h� � fri : i 2 Ng, then h �Pi ripi. Put E�x� �P
i pixpi. E is a faithful and normal conditional expectation onto

fpi : i 2 Ng0 \M � fhg0 \M �M'. Note that it is also ' invariant:

'
ÿ
E�x�� �'�X

i

pixpi

�
�
X
i

��hpixpi� �
X
i

��ripix� � �
�X

i

ripix
�

�'�x�:
Therefore E � E'.

Theorem 4.2. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with finite dimen-
sional center, ' a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight on M and
E' : M ÿ!M' the unique normal and faithful conditional expectation that
leaves ' invariant. Let � be a faithful and normal trace in M and h affiliated to
Z�M'� such that ' � ��h:�. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) E' has strongly finite index.
(ii) E' has weakly finite index.
(iii) ��h� is finite.
And in particular, ' is finite.

Proof. As dim
ÿ
Z�M�� <1, we can suppose M � �1�i�n Mi, with Mi a

finite factor. Then E'
��
Mi

: Mi ÿ!M'
i defines a conditional expectation (be-

cause Z�M� �M'), E' �
Pn

i�1 E'
��
Mi
, and E' has strongly finite index iff

each E'
��
Mi

does. Moreover, if h is affiliated to Z�M'�, then h �Pn
i�1 hi with

hi affiliated to Z�M'
i �, and the spectrum of h is finite iff the spectrum of each

hi is finite. Therefore, we can suppose that M is a finite factor.
(i) �) (ii) is trivial.
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(iii) �) (i): If ��h� � fr1g, then h � r11. In this case ' � r1� , and therefore
E' � Id which has strongly finite index.
Reasoning by induction, we are going to asume that the proposition is

valid for ��h� � fri : 1 � i � ng and prove it for the case n� 1. Then, if
fpig1�i�n are the orthogonal spectral projections of h corresponding to frig
with 1 � i � n, there can be found finite E'-orthonormal mk 2M, 1 � k � z,
such that for all x 2M, x �Pz

k�1mkE'�m�kx�. The existence of such family
is equivalent to the strongly finite index condition of E' (see [BDH]).
Suppose that ��h� � fri : 1 � i � n� 1g, and fpig1�i�n�1 are the orthogo-

nal spectral projections of h corresponding to frig1�i�n�1 � ��h�. As M is a
factor, we can suppose pi � pi�1 for 1 � i � n.
We can assume the theorem is valid for the factor �1ÿ pn�1�M�1ÿ pn�1�,

the expectation E'j�1ÿpn�1�M�1ÿpn�1� and the operator hn �
Pn

i�1 ripi. Since h is
affiliated to Z�M'�, then pi 2 Z�M'�, for 1 � i � n� 1, and then

E'
ÿ�1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1�

� � E'
Xn
i�1

pi

 !
x
Xn
i�1

pi

 ! !

�
Xn
i�1

pi

 !
E'�x�

Xn
i�1

pi

� �1ÿ pn�1�E'�x��1ÿ pn�1� � �1ÿ pn�1�E'�x�:

Therefore E'
ÿ�1ÿ pn�1�M�1ÿ pn�1�

� � �1ÿ pn�1�M�1ÿ pn�1�. There ex-
ist orthonormal mi 2 �1ÿ pn�1�M�1ÿ pn�1� with 1 � i � z, such that

�1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1� �
Xz
i�1

miE'�m�i �1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1���1�

�
Xz
i�1

mi�1ÿ pn�1�E'�m�i x� �
Xz
i�1

miE'�m�i x�

for all x 2M.
Now as p1 � p2 � ::: � pn � pn�1, for 1 � j � n� 1 we can write

pj �
Xwj

i�1
qj;i

 !
� rj; with qj;i � p1�� q1;1� for 1 � i � wj; and rj � p1

where fqj;ig1�i�wj
and rj are orthogonal subprojections of pj.

There exist partial isometries fvt;hj;i g in M with 1 � j; t � n� 1 , 1 � i � wj

and 1 � h � wt such that qj;i �
vt;hj;i qt;h. Therefore, they verify
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�vt;hj;i �� � vj;it;h ; v
t;h
j;i v

j;i
t;h � qt;h ; v

t;h
j;i v

k;s
l;w � ��j;i��k;s� vt;hl;w

Then vj;ij;i � qj;i, and vt;hj;i :qk;s:v
j;i
t;h � vt;hj;i v

k;s
k;sv

j;i
t;h � ��j;i��k;s�vt;ht;h � ��j;i��k;s� qt;h:

There also exist partial isometries fut;ij g with 1 � j; t � n� 1 and

1 � i � wt such that rj �
ut;ij st;i < qt;i. They verify

rj � �ut;ij ��ut;ij ; and ut;ij �ut;ij �� � st;i < qt;i

We are going to use the following equalities:

vt;hj;i pkv
j;i
t;h � vt;hj;i

Xwk

s�1
qk;s � rk

 !
vj;it;h � �jkqt;h

�ut;hj ��piut;hj � �itrj
Using 4.1, for every x 2M, 1 � t � n and 1 � j � wn�1 we have

vn�1;jt;1 E'
ÿ
vt;1n�1;jx

� � vn�1;jt;1

Xn�1
i�1

piv
t;1
n�1;jxpi � qn�1;jxpt:�2�

Also, for 1 � t � n and 1 � j � mt,

vt;jn�1;1E'
ÿ
vn�1;1t;j x

� � vt;jn�1;1
Xn�1
i�1

piv
n�1;1
t;j xpi�3�

� vt;jn�1;1pn�1v
n�1;1
t;j xpn�1 � qt;jxpn�1:

For 2 � t � n� 1,

�un�1;1t ��E'
ÿ
un�1;1t x

� � �un�1;1t ��
Xn�1
i�1

piun�1;1t xpi4�4�

� �un�1;1t ��pn�1un�1;1t xpn�1

� rtxpn�1:

And for 1 � t � n,

�ut;1n�1��E'
ÿ
ut;1n�1x

� � �ut;1n�1��Xn�1
i�1

piu
t;1
n�1xpi � �ut;1n�1��ptut;1n�1xpt � rn�1xpt�5�

Recall that
Pn�1

t�1 pt � 1 and pt �
ÿP

i�1 wtqt;i
�� rt. It follows that
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x � �1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1� � pn�1xpn�1 �
Xn
t�1

pt

 !
xpn�1 � pn�1x

Xn
t�1

pt

 !

� �1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1� � pn�1xpn�1 �
Xn
t�1

Xwt

j�1
qt;j

 !
� rt

 !
xpn�1�

�
Xwn�1

j�1
qn�1;j

 !
� rn�1

 !
x
Xn
t�1

pt

 !

� �1ÿ pn�1�x�1ÿ pn�1� � pn�1xpn�1 �
Xn
t�1

Xwt

j�1
qt;jxpn�1�

�
Xn
t�2

rtxpn�1 �
Xwn�1

j�1

Xn
t�1

qn�1;jxpt �
Xn
t�1

rn�1xpt:

Then, using (1),(2),(3),(4) and (5) we obtain

x �
Xzÿ1
i�1

miE'�m�i x� � �mz � pn�1�E'
ÿ�mz��x� pn�1x

��
�
Xn
t�1

Xwt

j�1
vt;jn�1;1E'

ÿ
vn�1;1t;j x

��Xn
t�2
�un�1;1t ��E'

ÿ
un�1;1t x

��
�
Xwn�1

j�1

Xn
t�1

vn�1;jt;1 E'
ÿ
vt;1n�1;jx

��Xn
t�1
�ut;1n�1��E'

ÿ
ut;1n�1x

�
:

It is straightfoward to verify that the union of the sets fmig1�i�zÿ1,
fmz � pn�1g, fvt;jn�1;1g 1�t�n

1�j�wt
, fvn�1;jt;1 g 1�t�n

1�j�wn�1
, f�un�1;1t ��g2�t�n and f�ut;1n�1��g1�t�n

forms an orthonormal family. Therefore E' has strongly finite index.

(ii) �) (iii): If ��h� is infinite, for every n 2 N there exist n orthogonal
spectral projections fpig1�i�n of h with

P
1�i�n pi � 1. Since h is affiliated to

Z�M'�, then pi 2 Z�M'�. As M is a factor, we can suppose p1 � ::: � pn.
Therefore, there exist subprojections qi 2M, qi � pi, 1 � i � n such that
qi � q1 � p1, and n2 partial isometries vij 2M that verify:
vljv�lj � ql , v�ljvlj � qj, v�ij � vji, and vljvkr � �jkvlr with 1 � l; j; k; r � n.

Observe that pkvijpk � �ik�jkvij.
Let v �Pn

l;j�1 vlj. Then

v2 �
Xn

l;j;k;r�1
vljvkr �

Xn
l;j;r�1

vlr � n
Xn
l;r�1

vlr � nv

Then v � 0 and jjvjj � n.
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Using lemma 4.1, E'�v� � E'�
P

i2I pivpi�, and then

E'�v� � E'
X

1�i;j;k�n
pkvijpk

 !
� E'

Xn
k�1

vkk

 !
�
Xn
k�1

E'�qk�

But piE'�qk�pi � E'�piqkpi� � �ikE'�qk�, and then E'�qk� 2 pkMpk. There-
fore

jjE'�v�jj �
X

k

E'�qk�
 � jjE'�q1�jj � jjE'�p1�jj � kp1k � 1

because q1 � p1 2M'. In other words, for every n 2 N there exists a positive
element v 2M such that jjE'�v�jj � 1

n jjvjj. This proves that E' has infinite
weak index.

Remark 4.3. With the same hypothesis of 4.2, but for M a factor, it is
straightforward to verify that if ��h� consists of n points, then

Ind�E'� � n:

If M has finite dimensional center there exists fqig1�i�w � Z�M� such that
E' �

Pw
i�1 E'

��
Mqi

, where Mqi is a finite factor. In that case, Ind(E'
��
Mqi
� �

ni, where ni is the number of points of ��hi� (hi � h
��
Mqi
2 L�Mqi�). Then the

strong index

Ind�E'� �
Xw
i�1

niqi 2 Z�M�:

The analogous result for the semifinite case also holds.

Theorem 4.4. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra with finite di-
mensional center, ' a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight and
E' : M ÿ!M' the unique normal and faithful conditional expectation that
leaves ' invariant. Let � be a tracial weight in M and h affiliated to Z�M'�
such that ' � ��h:�. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) E' has weakly finite index.
(ii) ��h� is finite.
Proof. (ii) �) (i): If ��h� is finite, denote by pi the spectral projections of

h. It is a standard fact that the expectation E'�x� �
Pn

i�1 pixpi has weakly
finite index.
(i) �) (ii) follows exactly as in the previous theorem.

Remark 4.5. If dim
ÿ
Z�M�� is not finite, the preceeding results are not

true. Take for example the finite von Neumann algebra M � �n2NM2�C�
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(where M2�C� are the 2� 2 matrices). Put h � �n hn with hn 2M2�C� the

diagonal matrix hn � 1=n 0
0 1� 1=n

� �
. Let � be the trace on M defined by

�
ÿ�n xn

� �Pn
1
2n tr�xn�, where tr is the canonical trace on M2�C�. Then,

'�:� � � h
��h� :
� �

defines a faithful normal state with M' �M \ fhg0 ���n xn : xn is a diagonal matrix
	
. Then if D z11 z12

z21 z22

� �
� z11 0

0 z22

� �
, it is

clear that E'
ÿ�n zn

� � �n D�zn�.

E' has strongly finite index: put u1 � 1 2M, u2 � �n
0 1
0 0

� �
and

u3 � �n
0 0
1 0

� �
, it is easy to see that for every x 2M, x �P3

i�1 uiE'�u�i x�

and that E'�u�i uj� � 0 if i 6� j.
Observe that if '�:� � ��k:� with � a trace on M and k � �n kn 2M'

�.
Then the spectrum of k has to be infinite. Indeed, � is a multiple of tr on
each M2�C� (let us say ��zn� � �n tr�zn�) and therefore 1

2n tr�hn:� � �n tr�kn:�
for every n 2 N. Clearly this equality would not hold if the spectrum of k is
finite.
Summarizing, we have found a faithful normal state ' on M, with E' of

strongly finite index, such that for every trace � on M, if '�:� � ��k:� then
the spectrum of k is infinite.

It has been already observed (3.2) that if M is a type III algebra, there are
no normal conditional expectations of finite index onto M'. Moreover, if M
is a factor of type III there cannot exist E' with weakly finite index.

Proposition 4.6. Let M be a factor of type III, and ' a faithful normal and
strictly semifinite weight in M. Then the weak index of E' is infinite.

Proof. By the result of [AS] cited above, if E' had weakly finite index,
then M' should have finite dimensional center. Let p1; :::; pn be the minimal
projections of the center of M'. Then the expectations

Ei : Mpi ! piM' Ei�pixpi� � E'�pixpi�
have weak finite index, for i � 1; :::n. But since piMpi and piM' are factors,
the expectations Ei have strongly finite index. Therefore

P
i Ei :

�piMpi !M' has strongly finite index. Note that E � �Pi Ei� � F , where
F�x� �Pi pixpi. The projections p1; :::; pn are equivalent in M. Therefore an
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argument analogous (but much simpler) to that of ii) ) i) in 4.2, shows that
F has strongly finite index. Therefore E' has strongly finite index, which
leads to a contradiction.

5. The geometry of the orbit of a faithful, normal, strictly semifinite weight

Let us introduce a case where the unitary orbits of faithful and normal states
are not (topological) submanifolds of the predual (and neither the dual)
space of the algebra. In the case of orbits of weights, no natural ambient
space is given in order to model the manifold structure of the orbit. This
facts justify the use of other topologies other than the usual norm topology.

Proposition 5.1. Let ' be a faithful, normal state of l�H� with H infinite
dimensional. Then the unitary orbit u' � f' �Ad�u� : u 2 u�l�H��g is not a
topological submanifold ofl�H�� (and neither of l�H��).
Proof. There exists a 2l�H�� with Tr�a� � 1 (Tr the usual trace), such

that '�x� � Tr�ax� for all x 2l�H�. The element a is of the form
a �P1i�1 �ipi with dimR�pi� � mi <1, and therefore

P1
i�1 �imi � 1. More-

over, the unitary orbit u' �l�H�� with the norm topology identifies with
ua � fu�au : u 2 u�l�H��g �t�H� with the trace norm k k1, where t�H�
denotes the trace class of l�H�.
Let un be unitaries in l�H� such that u�naun converge to b in the usual

norm of l�H�.
Then it can be proved that
i) b is compact and positive,
ii) ��b� � f�i : i 2 Ng � ��a�, b �P1i�1 �iqi with dim R�qi� � mi, and

Tr�b� � 1,
iii) u�naun ! b in k k1.
If ua � fu�au : u 2 u�l�H��g is a submanifold of �t�H�; k k1� �l�H��

then ua is locally closed in t�H�. That is, each point c 2 ua has a neigh-
bourhood of the form fd 2 ua : kcÿ dk1 � "g which is closed in t�H�. But
since the action of the unitaries ofl�H� is isometric ont�H�, the number "
can be chosen the same for all c in ua. This clearly implies that the orbit ua

is closed int�H�. Therefore, by the remarks above, ua is closed in the usual
norm of l�H�. In his remarkable paper [V], Voiculescu proved, as a by-
product of his non-commutative Weyl-von Neumann theorem, that this
condition - closedness in norm of the unitary orbit of an operator inl�H� -
implies that the operator generates a finite dimensional C�-algebra. In our
case, since a is positive, this implies that the spectrum of a is finite. This
leads to a contradiction, since a is also compact and has zero kernel.

Let ' be a faithful, normal, strictly semifinite weight on a von Neumann
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algebra M. Let �H'; �'; �'� be the GNS triple as in 1.2, and E : M ! N a '
invariant conditional expectation onto a von Neumann subalgebra N �M.
Let e 2 L�H'� be the Jones projection associated to E, that is e is the or-
thogonal projection on N \n' � H', and M1 � �M; e�00 � L�H'� the basic
extension. From now on we shall identify x 2M with its image
�'�x� 2l�H'�.
The orbit u' � f' �Ad�u� : u 2 u�M�g is not ``included'' in any Banach

space. Nevertheless, we shall introduce a representation for u' which will
allow us to present it as a space of projections of the basic extension ofM by
E'. u' will be considered with the quotient topology u�M�=u�M'�.
If ' is a faithful, normal, strictly semifinite weight, let e' be the Jones

projection of E' : M !M'. The orbit uM�e'� � fu�e'u : u 2 u�M�g is a
C1 homogeneous space [AV]. The continuous map (called the basic re-
presentation of u')

� : u' ! uM�e'� �M1

��' �Ad�u�� � u�e'u

is a bijection that preserves the adjoint and the orbits.
The tangent space T�uM�e'��e' identifies with the space

fxe' ÿ e'x�� �x; e'�� : x 2M; x� � ÿxg.
uM�e'� �M1 is a Banach homogeneous space, consisting of projections

of M1. It has a natural connection (see [ALRS]), for example, its geodesics
can be easily computed. Namely, the unique geodesic 't on uM�e'� with
'0 � e' and d

dt't
��
t�0 � �x; e'� is given by

't � etx0e'eÿtx0

where x0 � xÿ E'�x�.
Remark 5.2. a) One has the following commutative diagram

u�M� ÿÿ!�'

u'

�e'
&

??y�
uM�e'�

where �'�u� � ' �Ad�u� and �e'�u� � u�e'u, for u 2 u�M�. The map �e'
has local cross sections, namely (near e'):

s�u�e'u� � �E'�u�E'�u���ÿ1=2E'�u�u ;
(i.e. the unitary part of E'�u�u in its polar decomposition) defined in
fu�e'u : ku�e'uÿ e'k < 1g, which takes values in u�M� and satisfies
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�e' � s�u�e'u� � u�e'u and s�e'� � 1:

Note that if ku�e'uÿ e'k < 1 then also ke'u�e'ue' ÿ e'k and ke'ÿ
e'ue'u�e'k are strictly less than 1, which implies (using the properties of the
basic extension) that kE'�u��E'�u� ÿ 1k < 1 and k1ÿ E'�u�E'�u��k < 1, and
therefore s is well defined.
b) If M is endowed with the left M'-Hilbert module norm induced by E',

i.e. kxkE' � kE'�x�x�k1=2, then s is continuous. This is a straightforward
verification, using the fact noted in a), that if u�e'u is close to e' then
E'�u��E'�u� and E'�u�E'�u�� are close to 1. Now, if �e' has continuous lo-
cal cross section, by means of the diagram above it is easy to see that the
basic representation � is a homeomorphism. Therefore u' with the quotient
topology �u�M�; k kE'�=u�M'� can be regarded as a manifold of projections
of M1.
c) It is known that the equivalence in M of the usual norm with the Hil-

bert module norm is equivalent to the finite index condition. Therefore if the
index of E' is finite, then u' is homeomorphic to uM�e'�, with the usual
norms.

We do not know if � is (norm) continuous in general. In other words, if
the Hilbert module norm and the usual norm of M can induce the same
quotient topology in u�M�=u�M'� in cases other than the finite index si-
tuation.
If Ind�E'� <1 one can do more. Let us recall the following result from

[AS2].

Theorem 5.3. Let N �M be a von Neumann algebra, E : M ! N a normal
and faithful conditional expectation and e and M1 as before. Then, the follow-
ing statements are equivalent
1) The weak index of E is finite.
2) sM�e� � fgegÿ1 : g invertible in Mg is an analytic homogeneous Ba-

nach space under the action of the invertible elements of M and an analytic
submanifold of M1.
3) uM�e� � fueu� : u 2 u�M�g is a C1 homogeneous Banach space under

the action of the unitary elements of M and a C1 submanifold of M1.

Corollary 5.4. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with finite dimensional
center and ' a faithful, normal and strictly semifinite weight. The following
statements are equivalent:
1) E' has weakly finite index.
2) M is semifinite and ��h� is finite, if h is the Radon^Nikodym derivative of

the weight ' with respect to a faithful, normal and semifinite trace on M.
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3) uM�e'� � fue'u� : u 2 u�M�g is a C1 Banach homogeneous space un-
der the action of the unitaries of M and a C1 submanifold of M1 � �M; e�00.
If the weak index of E' is infinite, uM�e'� and sM�e'� are manifolds of

projections of M1, but not submanifolds of M1.

Proof. 1) ) 2) M is semifinite by 3.2 and by theorem 4.4 ��h� is finite.
2) ) 1) by 4.4.
1) , 3) by 5.3.

Remark 5.5. As we noted before, these conditions allow us to give a dif-
ferential structure to u' the orbit of a faithful, normal and strictly semifinite
weight ', through the model

' �Ad�u� 7! u�e'u

u' $ uM�e'�:

Note that if E' has finite index, then with the notations above,
M' � fhg0 \M. Therefore, �M'�0 \M �M'. Indeed, since if p1; :::; pn are
the minimal spectral projections of h, then �M'�0 consists of the elements of
M wich have ``diagonal'' matrices with respect to p1; :::; pn.
Recall again from [AS2], that if E : M ! N has finite index and

N 0 \M � N, then the mapping

uM�e� � fu�eu : u 2 u�M�g ÿ! oE � fAd�u� � E �Ad�u�� : u 2 u�M�g
is a covering map with fibre homeomorphic to n�E�=u�N�, where
n�E� � fu 2 u�M� : Ad�u��N� � Ng.
In our case, we obtain that if ' is a weight on M satisfying the equivalent

conditions of 5.4, then the map

u' ÿ! oE' � fAd�u� � E' �Ad�u�� : u 2 u�M�g
is a covering map with fibre (homeomorphic to) the group n�E'�=u�M'�.
Moreover, since Z�M� is finite dimensional, it can be shown that this group
is finite (see [ArS]).
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